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Stylish, innovative and technically advanced, Android phones have captured a huge clientele all
over the world as soon as their arrival in the market few years back. The unveiling of Android OS
started a new trend in the development of advanced smartphones. Various cheaper versions of
Android phones were launched in the past recent years but due to their sluggish performance and
delayed updates made the buyers wait for relatively powerful and best mobile phones. Further, with
the introduction of new and improved version of Android operating system, cellphone manufacturers
have been able to develop most innovative and fully-loaded smartphones that are running on latest
Android OS. At present day Android Phones have become latest craze among the masses because
of their spectacular performance, alluring design and advanced features & thousands of
applications.  The newer versions of Android phones are facilitated with large capacitive
touchscreen, improved processor, high resolution camera and latest applications.

There are various mobile phone manufacturers like Samsung, LG, Motorola, HTC, Apple, Micromax
and Sony Ericson, who are continuously working on the up-gradation of design, look, performance
and features of their upcoming Android smartphones. Earlier phones were restricted only for making
& receiving calls and texting, but with the prevailing developments in the market and latest
advancements in technology, the mobile manufacturers have provided the mass with phones that
converted into smartphones and offered the user to perform various multiple tasks at the same time.
Some of the best mobile phones that are available in the market are iPhone4, Sony Xperia Arc & S,
HTC wildfire & Thunderbolt, Motorola Droid Bionic, LG Optimus 2X and Samsung Galaxy S Plus.
Most these of Android based smartphones are available in multi-touch and QWERTY keypad to
enter data at fast pace and ensure smooth command processing. Also, the new age smartphones
are available in different candy bar and slider design to choose from. Furthermore, featured with
social networking applications, voice activated commands, impressive battery backups, GPS
navigation, huge internal memory capacity, improver USB/Bluetooth/GPRS/EDGE/WiFi and office
document & organizer, the newly developed Android smartphones are definitely a huge hit in the
market. Further, in this 3G technology era, these Android smartphones have made the users
experience various innovative features, games and applications. Most of the Android phones are
enabled with high-end 3G connectivity, which allows the users to play online games, send instant
messages, conduct video calling and capture high resolution pictures & send them instantly to their
friends & relatives.

As the demand of these Android based smartphones is rising, the developers have engaged
themselves in manufacturing more improved versions that are now available at both mid-budget and
flagship models. The prices of these Android phones start from INR 5000 and can reach up to INR
40000 to suit the pocket of different class of buyers. What sets these Android phones apart from
other OS integrated cellphones is the presence of dual-core processor in them. Each Android
mobile phone is undoubtedly fast and provided with exceptional graphics that are well-supported
with the latest dual-core processors available.  So, if you are thinking of buying Latest Android
Mobile Phone than you have the plenty of options to choose from.
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For more information about a Latest Android Mobile Phone, you can visit at techmagnifier.
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